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WE'RE O.K. BY JOHN

Enclosed you will find #4 for the renewal of my membership in the NRC. I must admit DX NEWS has been a tremendous help in the last year." -John Swanson, Chicago, Ill.

HARRY P. ROSENBROCK
DAVID TUSKIAN
BILL SCHIEBER

NEW MEMBERS

368 East 4 Street
Clifton, New Jersey

116 Mt. Vernon Street
Middletown, Connecticut

345 Lake Street
Newark, New Jersey

RENWALS

David Combs
Leonard Kruse
Joseph Lippencott
Norman L. Maguire
Roger A. Anderson
Bob Foxworth
Norman Pillsbury
Helen McKibbin
Ralph B. Sperry
J. Fred Pfaffle
Douglas Murray
D. Gene Mattocks

Kc/s

Thu. Nov. 22 W XI V 1480 Windemere, Florida 1,000 4:00 - 5:00 TEST
Mon. Nov. 26 W F A U 1340 Augusta, Maine 250 2:00 - 2:45 NRC
26 K Z U 920 Rapid City, South Dakota 1,000 3:00 - 3:30 TEST
26 K I F G 1510 Iowa Falls, Iowa 500 3:30 - 4:00 TEST
26 W B Z I 1330 Brazil, Indiana 500 3:30 - 4:00 TEST
26 W C D S 1440 Glasgow, Kentucky 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 TEST
26 K S W M 940 Aurora, Missouri 500 4:00 - 4:30 TEST
26 C H E F 1450 Granby, Quebec 250 4:00 - 5:00 NNC
26 W V O H 920 Hazlehurst, Georgia 500 4:30 - 5:00 TEST
26 W J O R 940 South Haven, Michigan 1,000 4:30 - 5:00 TEST

Sun. Dec. 2 W B L F 1330 Bellefonte, Pennsylvania 600 4:00 - 5:00 NRC
Mon. Dec. 3 W R Y M 840 New Britain, Connecticut 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 TEST
Tue. Dec. 4 K S H A 850 Medford, Oregon 1,000 3:01 - 4:00 PB TEST
Dec. 10 K L E O 1480 Wichita, Kansas 1,000 3:00 - 4:00 NRC
10 C K U A 580 Edmonton, Alberta 5,000 3:30 - 5:00 NNC
10 W H A R 1340 Clarksburg, West Virginia 250 3:30 - 4:00 NNC
10 W B U C 1460 Buckhannon, West Virginia 1,000 3:30 - 4:00 test

Thu. Dec. 13 W A C K 1420 Newark, New York 500 12:01 - 12:30 F/C-TEST
Mon. Dec. 17 K E Y C 1460 Ciudad Juarez, Chihauhua 1,000 3:00 - 5:30 NRC
Mon. Jan. 7 C J M T 1460 Chicoutimi, Quebec 1,000 3:00 - 3:30 NRC/GDXC
Mon. Jan. 21 W N B S 1340 Murray, Kentucky 1,000 1:25 - 1:40 f/c-NNC
21 W B U Y 1440 Lexington, North Carolina 5,000 4:00 - 4:30 test
Sat. Jan. 26 L Z D 1000 Tauranga, New Zealand 10,000 5:00 - 5:07 NZDXHL
Sun. Jan. 27 C K O V 630 Kalowna, British Columbia 1,000 2:10 - 3:30 NNC

MON DEC 10 W A Y J 1340 Jamestown N Y 250 0400 - 0500 NRC

SEE PAGES 13 & 12 FOR DETAILS OF UP-COMING TEST PROGRAMS. ALSO CHECK "DX DOWN THE DIAL" PAGE FOR ANY LATE TIPS. ABOVE/WRYM-840'S DATE/TIME STILL TENTATIVE.

DOMESTIC DX CONTESTS

Time is growing short for you to enter these exciting competitions. The entry fee is 25¢ per contest, to be sent to Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1416 Pasadena Avenue- Omaha 7, Nebraska. Deadline for entering is 12/1/62, so better get those coins in the mail!
DX NEWS

VERIFICATION SIGNATURES

November 17, 1962

560 WKBQ Welton M. Roy, CE H
580 KALB Sherman Huffman, E K
590 WBBY Edward Horat, CE F
610 CKHT W. H. Allen, E C
680 WCGT C. D. Sultrfedge, CE K
690 WhE 1mD Eddie Rollison, E G
720 WGN G. William Lang, CE A
730 WMMS Winslow Porter H
740 WGXS William Naramore, ASM L
790 CCHN Gene Overby I
820 KARK Donald L. Wimm, CE E
850 WJAR Roger L. Perry, ACE G
870 WkvA Harry W. Lynn, CE K
940 WMNZ W. D. Sowell, StE HK
950 WORL Richard Lawrence, PD G
960 KJBN Bruce Holland H
970 WJAN Wesley J. Janson, E C
980 WSFX Charles R. Ruka, DoS, VP K
990 WLKW Thomas K. Prior, CE J
1070 WFLJ Chris Nicholson, E A
1090 KTHS Cecil L. Suitt, CE (KAAY) H
1150 WDX W. D. Tabler, CE H
1160 KSQW J. J. Jones, CE C
1190 KLQF Glenn Callison, CE BJ
1230 WFAS Frank A. Seitz, M A
1240 WGGC Gene Bardo, CE C
1240 WSKI G. L. Marcotte, CE H
1250 KICM Robert E. Lee, PD B
1260 WEZE George Jowdy, CE H
1270 WKF R W. G. Thompson, CE A
1270 WStF Val Partyka, CE A
1270 KSCB Alvin Peters, CE L
1280 KCSI Harold Thompson, CE C
1280 WAMG John Gill, CE G
1320 WECW Walter J. Stiles, PD A
1320 WDI S (Donald Shaver, P, GM B
1330 KAHN Tim Kelly, Asst to CE E
1340 WTRN Cary H. Simpson, P A
1350 WOK Edgar B. Zug, E A
1350 KRTN Charles F. Quentin, CE K
1360 KRY SDS LEO S. Burch, CE L
1370 WDOB Patrick Kelly, CE L
1370 WCCN Charles E. Marvin, CE E
1370 KCRV Cleatus Stanfill, GM E
1370 WKHK (John H. Byrnes, A E
1420 WKSR Don Jones C
1430 WPCF Robbie Jean Hall, TM H
1440 WHHL Edward Webb, CE E
1440 KEWI Jan Michael F
1440 WIOK Dolores Lawson, S D
1440 WGCB Rev. John M. Norris G
1440 WJAB Robert L. Caron, CE H
1450 WSGO Chaffard C. Harris, GM I
1450 WXL Robert G. Bridwell M
1450 WMBR C. Roy King, CE H
1450 KS O H. M. Child, Esu J
1450 WRD W Curt Huff, E A
1460 WUMLV Charles M. Bustin, CE M
1460 WKRED Newton L. Steward, SM E
1460 WYS I Mel Airdridge, E M
1460 WDA S Robert C. Ardrey, PD, Prtm J
1460 KBOX R. K. Swortwood, CE K
1460 CKCR Ian Hartman, CE H
1460 WQOQ Clyde M. Hunt, CE A
1460 WAQLF Sheldon Engel, SM M
1460 WHOW Alonzo Newman, XSO E
1460 CHFI Dr. B. K. Byram, GM E
1460 WY OU Ronald F. Harase, GM J
1460 WPTN Bobby Cox, PD M
1460 WCRL L. D. Bentley, M I
1460 WPM P Chuck Burgess, PD I
1460 KL1V Rylee R. Gibson, P B
1460 WGGOMO C. Simunison, GM G
1460 KSYOK Stewart Bean, CE H
1460 WTM EM Earle G. Hewinson, CE E
1460 WFRC Gene Overby I
1460 WFI MX William P. Vickers, CE K
1460 _CR E D I T S_ C

A - D. Deutsch G - L. Vogt
B - F. Barese H - D. Michelman C - W. Stone I - C. Hovington
D - R. Hartman J - R. Barstow
E - R. Johanns K - M. Mercure
F - E. Johnson L - E. Wescowski
M - E. Cooper

Please send in your late v/s with your Musings reports, but on a separate sheet of paper, please, with your name on it. Use our code letters which appear in the center of the call letters. No letter indicates the verb is a typed or handwritten letter, you see. Please be sure to check back at least seven or eight issues for duplicates, as they serve no purpose.

Als, keep those Musings coming in, and don't forget that your double-spacing makes it a lot easier to type them onto the stencils here in Brooklyn.

Don't fail to report to the TESTs and DX-es, and if not heard, please send them a thank-you note as an NRC courtesy.
This is just a short note before hitting the books. New veries are v/1: WGRF-940 KDFP/WBDA/WSGY-1580; v/q: WKY930, v/c WYVR-1280 and P/ WOSU-820. 10/31: WGRF-1290 tentative f/c 12:22-12:30 am. 11/1: WTHI-1480 f/c-TT 1:03-1:15; WMNI-920 RS 1:50-1:36 am. 11/4: WYVR-1270 TT 12:18 am. WRSB-1550 TT 12:40; both unq; WME-1140 VOA-S program 12:150, 11/5: KSTN-1420 RS 2:04-2:19. SS 9:50 1550 1180 1200 1220 1210 but unID. Needed KOMK-1270 possibly heard 1:50 am but not too sure and not enough data anyway. CPC letters to CKMR-790 CFOX-1470. To answer a question in the 11/3 IDXD, HJBI-640 verified me, but only after a Pr eae sent. V/s illegible but it is the Director. Totals are 297 veries for 957 reports, roughly 36.5% return (my slide rule is too small for accurate reaonings). 1,016 stations have been heard out many such as WETC-540 WPAN-550 WIS-560 CKRS-590 CSE2-1034 etc. have not been reported and will be forgotten if my rough notes ever get copied into my good logbook. Has anyone received a WNR-690 verie lately? Two f/ups; two answers. Maybe I should try the head office in Rochester. 73 / John Callalman - Box 1914 - Pampa, Texas

Another successful MM DX session, witnessed: 11/5- 2:42-2:50 s/off f/c-TT from KBBTA-124C Heard KXIV-1400 ID 2:45 during f/c; KOMK-1560 TEST logged 50% readable 3:01-3:12?; unq KBUN atop 1450 @ 3:15 as I tried for KXLL's quarterly f/c to no avail; KYNG-1420 TEST barely made it through unID LA, surged up for only one ID but lots of song titles OK. WCIS-1580 s/on 4:00; KDHJ-1280. Twentynine Palms, Cal. on f/c-TT 4:10-4:15 s/off, said began at 4:00. KYSS-910 f/c-TT 4:15-4:27, weird sequence; WPST-1550 TEST good, but with what is probably a hysterdybe WPXK-1580 logged closeing f/c-TT at 4:55 through WCIS; Unq WOKJ-1590 s/on: 4:59; WELY-1600 s/on: 5:00; WTLK-1570 again 5:05 and heard as late as 7:00 atop 1570; WMCN-1450 steady atop 5:07-5:15; WRTX-1370 s/on: 5:10, didn't verify last season; WACI-1420 S-9 and 100% readable 5:20-5:35 for log. Who on 1350 has "HFD Jamboree" 5:51-5:57 s/ons of others? EST, sounded like said "-Y.-T. time" and "current downtown Rome temperature is--" but going over tape, couldn't specifically make out town name. WNY is preposterous ham, must be wishful thinking, but help, please. WLOU-1350 s/on: 5:59; Unq WOWJ-1570 ID on test 7:10; Unq WHWJ-1570 s/on: 7:15. Only verie in since last report is v/1 from most welcome KACT-1360. Have entered both Domestic Contests. May have some fun. 73.

Hank Wsilkinson - 6620 Beeman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

As I look at the DX NEWS I notice they are getting thinner and thinner by the issue. Is it possible to have more than 300 members and a DX season almost two months old & only 30 pieces of mail show up for the Musings section? I, for one, want to see more reports in DX NEWS from those DXers who have been around for a while and can supply the tips for those catches that we DXers thrive on. Come on - let's wake up and do something before it's too late! What good is a Newspaper without News? I've seen many DX Clubs go down the drain in the 30 years I've been DXing due to lack of steady news. By the way, where are those L.A. members hiding? Getting in a bit of DX now & then. Logged HRTS-925, Honduras 6:00-6:42 on 10/27. Heard on other mornings, too. Finally heard and logged PJAC-905, from 8:42-30-9:32 pm on 11/3. Kinda hard to get him on this frequency out here. Japanese stations were good on 10/15 and 10/20. Not much since then. I'm not so certain this is going to be the TP season everyone expects. Roy Millor caught some fine Aussies last spring. Also Go3'. Nothing here, however. The HQ-180 is quite a set but it will take some real doing to beat the performance of my Hallicrafter S-76. I go on vacation 12/5 for the remainder of 1982 so I'll be able to really try out that HQ-180. Let's keep Cooper busy in 1983!

Randy Millor - 880 Delmas Avenue - San Jose, California

DX here has been nothing to brag about. Recent catches are: 10/17- KOY 4:25-4:33 EST. 10/11- KDDI 0:03-1:09, KGOO 12:15-12:22, KHUD 1:29-1:31, KHED 11:33-11:49 pm. 10/29- WEEB 12:40-12:53 am, been looking for WEF for many moons. One v/1 in, KMEM, veries real slow. KEM-1480 Eureka has changed to KHED. I'm gonna stay up ANighest to see if I can get out of this DX slump. 73s.

Bill Schieber - 345 Lake Street - Newark, New Jersey

Hello, I'm new here, just joined a week ago. I'm 15 and a Jr. in HS. I have been DXing 11 months. So far I have 216 logged; 107 veries. Best catches ZCO-1020 PJA1-655 W5BQ-740 C3D-910 KKM-930 WNOE-1088 VDVI-1250 WXKJ-1340 WWK1-1460 WCGN-1450 WHEC-1460 CFOX-1470 WPUL-1470 WDIN-620 CSE8-785. Only new stations so far 10/25, PJA1 QRM from WNKC. 10/25- WTEL weak. 10/29- WRC s/off. 11/5-WDNC with VWN off. That's all, 73. (Welcome to the Club, Bill. We hope we never get to hear more. Please double-space... END)
After 39 years of DXing, a real nice milestone was attained on 8/31. No. 6,000 came into the fold, in fact the count reads 6,029 as of today. August also saw WQ become the 17th state to reach 100. Texas leads with 319 and 241 of these were since WW II. In reporting WYNN-1390 I checked files and found WGCS verie was dated 11/4/25. Teen working on CHIQ-1280 for two years, the eighth Canadian nickel paid off as a newcomer to the station, Dennis Common, deplored lack of interest in others of the personnel & stated as long as he was around reports would be answered. Had to make a trip to Albany N.Y. and while there, hunted up the lair of WEEE-1300. It is really in Glenmont, S of Albany, on Smalls Road. CE is Bill Draper and he typed out a verie for 1/4. Very nice chap and he says to "have patience", veries will be forthcoming. Glad I dropped in as he had several that were a bit firm in their demands. He was also put out a bit as a few NRC members (younger set) wanted surveys. Draper stated the manager wouldn't get him any cards and didn't want any time or money wasted on DX reports. Said he'd get out varies but fooling around with surveys cost money and time. Let's take it easy, fellows, no station is obligated to reply and the additional burden of enclosing surveys apparently is not relished. We pursue our hobbies to our own rules and liking but not in a manner that might jeopardize a fellow DXer.

10/29 was a great Al as all four TESTs came in, plus two more, six in all. KELK-1460 tough, little time spent on him as already reported on a test. WYSI-1480 WSDC-1560 very strong. KMAD-1550 way down in the mud but licked it by putting crystal on fifth stage and phased out the mx. Announcer had delightful Texas drawl, mentioned Len Kruse, stated they were celebrating their first year on the air and said "all new equipment and hope we have a clear channel and get out real good." KALE-1510 had test and simply boomed in. Pete Taylor is doing a fine job and let us not forget the many years that good old Fred Van Boorhees labored on this monumental task. Rest up, Fred, we have a real good man. Orchids to Pop, Ernie, Pete, Ev, Len the GPC boys and others who make this Club what it is.

David Alcmen - 336 South 1 Road - Hammonton, New Jersey

Before I report on my DX results I'd like to thank Chuck Raidar and the SCALD gang for sending welcome cards to me. First, 10/27. I heard KXYZ at 4:29 am with the "Voice of Freedom" speech. There was no sign of WIS Mich. and W2OK Pia. at 12:30. I used my brother's six transistor RX but got pretty good results. 4:40 pm heard WFCN-940, my first N.C. in the daytime. 5:45, WAVE-940 was coming in strong. Their 40th anniversary is on 10/30. I received v/c already. Next was 10/29, a big night for me. At 3:05 I heard WML-1440 Monroe, La. They were very weak. Then for the big surprise at 3:11, KELK-1430. They came in with fair to strong volume for about ten minutes until a very strong TT came on and drowned them. 3:35 I heard WYSI on their TEST. They weren't as strong as KELK! 4:17, WFUN Miami finally made it. They were drowned at times by a heavy hum (not a TT) and played rr mx. 11/3 - This was a rather unusual night. I received three new Mich. stations all on f/c and also Ky. 1:55, WDCW-1440 with ID coming in strong. 3:00, WCHN-1370 with ID at that time on end of f/c. 4:21, WION ID on 1430 with 5,000w., the weakest of all the Mich. stations! 4:12, WZJZ-1440 very strong, end of f/c, 4:15. The KUXL TEST was an almost complete failure here because of CKMN. I faintly heard the phrase "Down Mexico Way" just after 3:30 but that was all. The two TESTs on 11/5 were even worse failures. I didn't hear anything of the station KHOK, KYNG. I had high hopes because of the way KELK came in. I need a new receiver! Now for some more info on the local scene. WMJN Hamonton now s/on at 6:15, s/off 4:45. On Sm it s/on 3:00 am. Mention my name if you send a report to them as they know me well. This winds up my report. I hope the rest of you had better luck with the three recent TESTs. How about some reports from the members? I have n't heard from? Send them in and make our DX NEWS larger. 73 and RR. (Please double-Charlies Reh - 35 Morgan Avenue - Leamington, Ontario)

DX has been cut down some by first term exams but I did manage to get a little and here are results: 11/2 WADO-1230 3:43 pm; WJZ-970 9:02. 11/3- CMBC-1150 12:22 am. Fell asleep and missed KUXL; WAUX-1510 5:05 pm, WMCN-1500 5:30 s/off. 11/4- XMDG-1550 12:30 pm, OKUL-550 2:00, WPOL-1120 2:04 pm, WPSC-1580 4:20. 11/5 WMLI-1140 1:02 s/off WRLJ-1240 1:06; CFAM-1290 1:10 s/off; KXFL-1370 1:30 for State #39, KPFG-950 1:34 KFLM 1340 1:55 TT KSUM-1370 2:13 ET KTSN-1420 2:27; KGHS-1200 2:40 religious program WPUS-1410 2:55; KHOK-1560 3:02; KYNG-1440 3:34 for State #40; WOPC-1150 3:57; CHSJ-1150 4:02 11/7- Annapolis Md, enough for report but call messed up, didn't sound like WANN; on 1190, 4:55. Anyone know calls? WAWA-1590 5 pm, WRTC-540 5:11; WDXN-540 5:30. 73s.
CX have been much better here recently. Also I am finally getting around to writing. This winter I'll try to send in reports more often. Recent (?) DX has been: 9/25-CKCY-920 at 2:30 am, 9/26-Logge WBBM-1550 and WILA-1560 both after nearby s/off. 10/2- EAYY-1080 was heard on an unDec 0C. Also heard CKCW-1220 & WSSB-1440 around 4 am. 10/13-About 6 pm I got WAYS-1550 with bad QSB. TGUX-1020 for new country on 10/14 at 11:45 pm. 10/15- I got four new stations: WGGO-1590 WHOL-1600 testing, WBBM-1600 and WRAK-1240. WGGO was giving their call in code during test. There were about 12:30 am. 10/19- WHHH-1400 & WMC-1150 were logged for two new ones for me, both 8-9 plus. Now here is a good one, or better yet, a strange one. KDY963 noted on 650 kc/s with OC from about 9 am to 1 pm last week. I think they are some kind of test station in Alexandria. They only gave ID each half hour and I never heard them give their location once. I'll send them a report if I ever figure out where to send it. Did anyone else hear them? If so please mention it in next report. I think they are off now. Havent heard them for a couple of days. One of the top signals on the band. 10/21-CJNL-560 at 10 pm with good signal. Six new ones heard and logged on 10/9. CJLX-860 KEIR-1460 TEST KIEF-1440 WYSL-1480 TEST CKC-620 lot of QRM & WDC-1560 TEST. The three TESTs were strong or better here. 11/4-WMNNA-730 after local PIK s/off. 11/5-Logged CFG-1310 WAPI-1070 KNX-1070 & KHOK-1560 TEST. WAPI is 50kw day and 5kw night. KNX was peaking over S-9 with some QRM and KHOK is my farthest 1kw station logged. KHOK was fairly weak with static, but I could copy pretty well part of the time. Verifies are WNNI-690 WEDO-1310 WHHH-1400 WHOL-1600 WGGO-1590 WILA-1690. I am also sending in a list of v/s. Hope my list is bigger next time. Hi. Good DX to all and 73, no"s"

Bill Roney - Box 32 - Waysons Trailer Park - Lotlian, Maryland

In my last Museing I mentioned an unk SS on 750. That is W2Z Atlanta being on SS VOA. 10/27- WATO-1290 s/off 1 am. At 1:15, found WQXL-1470 TTT. CHOM-1470 s/off 1:15 approximately. 1:20, WCKY-1550 in SS. Radio America-1185 still noted as being high towards 1135, logged it 1135 and 1160. 11:20 pm, CFOR-1570 with s/off. 10/28-12:05 am, WGAI-560 with s/off, played Dixie. 12:05-12:25, WIND-560 report sent. 1:05 CHD-660 s/off, report sent. 11/1-6:15 pm unn WHHH-1440 S-9 with sports. NX-620, unn CFOR-1570 S-7. 6:30, WBBM-1460 with CBS NX S-5, report sent. 9:45 pm, WELM/VP0/KQV fighting it out on 1410. 11/3-6:15 pm WMEK-1510 over WAAC-1510. WBBM-1470 strong @ 6:25-6:30 pm. At 6:30-6:35 pm WCED-1420 logged. 11/5- WBBM-1150 noted S-5 for another local. 5:10-5:15 WMM-1580 on SS or 4. At 5:45, on 1580 found CBJ weak S-2-3 in FL. 6:50, CHOM-1470 S-9 but unn. QSL. 6:55, WHHH-1440 S-4, 6:59 WDFC-1360 for a report. 6:20, CKPC-1330 S-5 unn. 10:100, WOAI-1200, an old standby on RS with a real nice signal. 10:30-11:20 pm found YSC-1015 in with S-5 signal, report sent. 11:25-11:35 found WMH-1140 under WRAK-1140 with VOA beamed to LA. 11/6-12:30 am WSDL-1240 TT (stated testing audio). 12:07-13:16 unk TT-1330. Unk station WGNR or WBRW under WAKR-1590 with test at 12:30-12:45. My log gave no clue. (WGNR-Richmond, Va.-ERC) 12:50, WMYR-1410 TT, off at 1. Veries still moving slowly here, only two this week, Radio Americas with QSL and v/1 from CHQO-680. Hope everybody is doing better than I. CX good, DX fine, WX perfect and I have to be sleepy! &e from the Land of Pleasant Living

Daniel Miller - 1121 Parkway Avenue - Covington, Kentucky

Time again for a much overdue report to Musings. My activity has been seriously curtailed recently due to school work and job but have caught a couple of Specials so far DX by date: 10/26- WEEL-1490 Columbus, Ga. about 6:30 pm @ SSS. 10/29- KEIR TEST was logged easily here for the entire half hour, slight QRM from a TT. Also WCJS-1560 s/on with Negro announcer at 4:01 am. WQSA-1490 briefly about the same time. Then at 4:05 the real treat came when WSDC-1560 rolled in on their TEST. They must have gotten out very 'ell for a 250 watt, how about it boys? Later the same evening about 8 WDDO-1310 came in for an easy report. Also on 11/2 was home due to dilated eyes and had opportunity to log WCAG-380, unn but very rare here during daylight hours. In case you haven't noticed, WKY-1530 was on SS every evening from about 7:30 till 8:30 am due to Cuban crisis. That gave me a start first time heard, nil! Veries scarce due to paucity of reports, only two: V/c FF from CBF and v/1 WDDO. I still have surveys of WCPO & WSGA & WING but no more from WQSA so you SQRS can stop the deluge! Total now 226/123. I now have a Cambridge model 501 transistored tape recorder for work "in the field" but it needs a new motor, so if anybody know where I can get one, please let me know! Will be up trying for KYNG and KHOK TESTS. Both needed. 73.

LET MUSINGS HEAR FROM YOU! 30 LINES MAXIMUM PER REPORT. KINDLY DOUBLE SPACE THEM!
Will be moving to the above new location prior to 11/13 and more than likely by 11/11 or so. It is closer to the ocean so perhaps I'll be better oriented for Oriental stations! On 11/5 KJOK-1550 in fine, still going strong @ 5:15. KYNG-1420 TEST good but with some deep fading. Announcer Sandy Rhodes (Sundy Rhymes?) made some reference to Ernie Cooper after "The Beer Barrel Polka" which perhaps some of you older Club members can make something out of. Hi! No WPTN-1550 TEST, very noisy morning, especially on high end of band. New MM AN menace noted in the form of KJKJ-1400 Flagstaff for my third and final report of the morning. Not a Jap all AM, very unusual for such a total blackout to occur. Perhaps the A Tests are annoying the ome and. A lot of OIs this morning including KFI and I think VOAI. WEFA/VFAP-880 was not AM this morning. Others noted, all unni: KXL-750 ET 4:15; KOOK-970 ET 4:15; KDMA-1310 AXR ET off 4:17; KRAK 1140 ET 4:20; KGO-510 TT 4:22; KULA-590 in the clear 4:25-5:05 s/off, some CMO in later part; KXOK-630 ID 5:03 amidst CMQ/CXKG QRN. Another MM AN is KYNO-1300, also Keen 1370 much of AM, still on, 6:20. Nice to get some Specials this year, and enjoyed Kruse's Duzies this morning. KRAK-1140 inductently is on a CW format. A lot of 5S over the dial up to 6:00, much VOA activity. Has anyone verified domestic outlets with reports to VOA yet? 73s.

Maurice W. Mittler - 175b South Vallejo Street - Denver 23, Colorado

A report this week on the first TESTs of the season to find their way into Denver's most SW DX den. 75% of them were heard on 10/29- KREL-1460 difficult at times through AM WACO. WDSC-1550 very weak but a few minutes' logging, KMAD-1550 best of the morning with S-9 signal. Other logging was brand new station KALF-1510 in Mesa, Ariz., pounding in on an ET. 11/3- KUXL-1370 was logged with S-9 signal on their special TEST. WYOU-1550 was Eting at 4:40, mx. Len Kruse continues to line up some top-notch TESTs with some good ones should be logged here. Only vere in the past week was WTXX-690 w/q. We will have a Foreign Contest this season and rules are forthcoming in the near future. Some rules as last year with logging date begun on 9/15. Announcement in Pete Taylor's section soon. Would like to put in an objection to dropping of Supremacy Ratings. The list was small this month, no one can deny; but then, what have DXers added to their totals during the past six months of the summer DX layoffs? I have always thought this rating to be an important part of NRC DXing. 73 and don't forget to come to Denver next summer for the big NRC DX Convention. Make your plans now. Almost forget, local monitor John Beer had a heart attack 8/1 and will not be able to wkrk until well after 1/1 so may drop monitor service.

Skip Dabelstein - 12524 C Street - Omaha 44, Nebraska

Last Sat. & Sun., 10/27-28, Ernie Wesolowski and I went to visit some stations of NW Iowa. First we stopped at local KHUB. At Dakota City, Neb., we went to the KEIS XR, then to KTRI. At KTRI we talked with one of the DXers about DX. We asked if I could get a verie on a report that I brought with me. He said "They're all fakes." He gave an example of "someone in Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, or Dubuque reporting to us and the envelope postmarked Sioux City." We told him it couldn't possibly be anyone in NRC. He said "From that group they're all phoney." He said if he has trouble hearing KTRI at some friends' house 300 miles to the N it is 'impossible' for someone to hear them in New York, Texas, or Cal. He said absolutely no veries from him. So we asked the name of the CE. It was Sam Selden, so Ernie and I want to his house in Sioux City but the house was dark. So I'm wondering what some of the members think of this. Marv Robbins, at KEIS after 45 minutes of searching in the basement we found two KEIS surveys but we lost them somewhere. Back to the trip, we also visited KSCJ and KLEM where we got a "KLEM Sucker", KOHE KAYL KWMT KVPD KCID & KDNS. At KWMT we talked to Dick Hake, a friend of Phil Robbins. Somehow we got to talk of XERF and he wondered if they were selling prayer cloths. Marv Robbins and Larry Godwin, what happened to Colorado vs. Nebraska? We really bopped you. DX the past month was not too good. Some veries received are KODY KCRN KCOL WTAZ KDEN KERM KROX KJFB KFPT KOLY. well, 73s and don't forget that Dagmone of Omaha will attend the great Denver Convention.

Stan Mores - Route 3, Bradford, Massachusetts

KCLU concluding an ET at 2:30. KWAN-950 over WIGC 3:16. WITE-13 10 Utica N.Y. @ 3:20. WBON-1400 TT/ST 11 AM 3:38. KEI through TT at 4 but not enough for report. KYNO off @ 4. 11/5- WODD-1390 AN, sounded like regular show. ZEMI-1235 AN 2:57. SS on 1420, no KYNG. WPTN-1550 fair on test, 4:30, SS QRN. WAGS-1420 s on 4:30 evidently WAGS not on early any more. WTIQ AN, NSP. WYSI varie in already.
November 17, 1962

CARLTON HOWINGTON - 13800 Greenleaf Avenue - Uniontown, Ohio

9/3 - WKMK-1370 on for an ET @ 1:35 am, WACO-1460 on AN at 2:45-3; WDKS-1380 s/on 4:01 am on top till 4:12. WHAG-1410 s/on @ 4:45, some QRN from WP6P and covered by WING s/on @ 4:56. 9/4 - WESY-1550 on f/c at 1:02, WOTR-1370 over WSPD @ 6:53 pm. 9/18 - WLEN-1510 on f/c @ 1:20 am, WALT-1330 ET @ 12:28, WCCS-1440 ET/M @ 1:10. 9/24 - CAGS-1550 fair @ 1:15 am and CKLX-1080 good around 2:15 with mx. 10/1 - WIDK-1410 on for Miss. mess, WJNC-1240 f/c @ 12:43 am, KELR-1370 @ 1:21 with rr, WYOU-1550 ET/M @ 1:43 till 11:15, 10/9 - WLEN-1590 @ 4:57 am through WAKR, WCR-1570 5:15-5:31 pm s/off. 10/11 - KNOE-540 s/on @ 6 am in the clear, PJ6A-905 good level @ 6:40 pm till around 7:45. 12/13 - WAG-1450 6:33-6:29 pm s/off way over CBE. 10/13 - WFTV-1390 @ 1:04 am with Pop WHOT-1330 testing with TT and ID @ 6:05 PM and then s/off. 10/14 - WHOT-1330 ET/TT all day. 10/16- KFLK-1330 on f/c 1:13-1:24 am TT. In the PM, CEB-990 on top @ 5:00 and CHEM-1000 even with WFL for a while. 10/17 - WMPR-1570 on for Pop with TT and 60 and CKLM at same level. 10/19 - WSSC-1340 on about 1374-75 kc/s. @ 7:49 pm with FB going 10/20 - WEYD-1550 (Key Radio) @ 5:46 pm with WIBV WESC CBE QRM. 10/22 - KGET-1530 weak under WCKY (using SS) @ 7:36 pm till around 7:55. 10/23 - WBYZ-990 on top @ 5:47 am with a nice signal. 10/25 - CHNO-900 even with CHML @ 6 am & WBUC-1460 way on top at 5:43 pm s/off. 10/s - WBOI-1500 over WQXR from 5:54-6:15 pm s/off. St. Lucia-850 just over QMBZ 8-8:23 pm fadeout. 10/29 - KALF-1510 ET/M @ 2:50 am; KELR-1460 on TEST 3-3:17 with a weak signal and some WACO QRM; WYSI-1460 easy on TEST @ 3:55; KCUL-1540 on ET/M @ 4:24, WQXO-1330 s/on @ 4:00 and covered by WGUS @ 4:04; KMAD-1580 weak on TEST but got enough for a report, bad QRN from an SS. WGBS-1420 in clear @ 4:45, WACT-1420 s/on @ 5:02 with Dixie; KELL-1550 heard at 6:46 pm s/off under CBE. 10/30 - CKLM-710 in clear @ 6:16 pm and no sign of CBE on 590. 10/310 WKIG-1560 on ET @ 1:46 with mx. 11/2 - KEYV-990 on f/c-TT 1:10; WYSE-1320 f/-TT over WYIT 1:15 and brand new WSSR 1800 on ET @ 1:40 with rr, Bath, N.Y. 11/3 - KXUL-1570 TEST 3:22 with bad CKLM QRM, both playing same type of mx; CKLO-1380 over OKFO @ 6 pm. 11/4 - KHOK-1500 TEST 3:49-3:29 and at times signal up to S-9, no sign of KXMG-1420, just an SS. Veries coming in slowly but up to 1,162: WKBV WBGG "LANE" WPM KEDD KEDA WDMS WAND WJLK WJMIC OR WACO "JRZ WJAG WCR" WAWA PIGAS WFTV CKLM WMPR CHNO PBSL WZY KNOE WYVS. 73s.

Roy Barstow - 16 Harding Road - Walpole, Massachusetts

Not much DX to report this week. 11/2 - CKLM-1570 under WP6P at 3:45 pm. 11/5 - MM & CX seem good. KSTN-1420 1:47-2:32 for a log, lots of QRM but at times up to S-7. KLLY 920 in the clear @ 2:53 am. KIMM-950 @ 3 am. WBNR-1460 testing with TT @ 3:10. For the TEST, KHOK no ID heard. I did hear one song @ 3:15 am. Only thing on 1420 for KXMG was an SS. I thought both shows would make it because KXMG in Cal was in. Must be odd CX or something. Veries are KSO WMBW WGST for 2/27/61 reception. Get it by sending my original DX note and got it back in no time. It was air mailed in Tempe 11/5 @ 3:30 pm and my brother opened the mail box @ 10:30 am 11/6 and there it was. It took 13 hours. WYSI verie for TEST and CEFQ Gaspes, Que, the relay on 1420 at 20w. That figures out as 27 miles per watt. I had to send two f/ups. Have you got yours yet, Stan? Well, until next time, 73.

Roy Krael - 6425 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

Thanks to the CPC. T think the season is starting to roll. Last MM 10/29 three of the four TESTS were heard here. KELR KMAD & WSDO. However WYSI was not heard. Some traces of KXMS through the WQFA/WJED stranglehold on 1480. Also logged KALF-1510 on ET @ 1:55-3:05 and on, so that four new ones heard. Then on 11/3 the TEST from KXUL-1570 heard with pretty fair signal. In between, two other new ones for me were heard 10/31, WKIG-1580 was running ET 12:34-12:45. On 11/2 I was surprised to hear WPSET-1410 on f/c @ 12:03-12:17 am. Another tester on but call was unreadable as modulation seemed way off. They were about even with WSET, but 400 cycles. I am not havin much luck with veries, however. Only one all/week, v/1 from KSNY.

Dallas John - 337 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois

11/3 - KTJ-1370 s/off 5:45 pm/11/4 - Heard SSB @ 10 pm & then WFRC-1600 signed ON! 11/5 - KXMG-1520 TEST in fair to good, QRM from unk QC. KG5M-510 r/c 3:120-3:30 over FIP mostly. KYNG-1420 TEST for first Ore. in well over unk SS on the loop. WP6P-155 TEST 4:51 strong. WMHI-1370 DX 4:45 but un. Odd sign was WBCM-1440 @ 4:57. On 920 first heard WFTV s/on @ 4:58 with SSB, but at 5 KTJW s/on about earliest I've heard a station that far west s/on. 11/7 - WHER-710 under/over WOR @ 5:49 for a long-waited catch, after someone at Indy showed me their QSL. Veries are WYSI-dx KELR-dx WACO KONO WJLO WTM KODEL. This has proven to be a good QTH for TEST shows - I've scored 100% so far on the MM shows. KXUL was un. 73.
The CX here have been pretty good lately. I have logged many new stations in the last month. The equipment here consists of a Knight R-100A and the antenna is a 100' length of wire. Recent DX here is: 10/21- WCHB-1440, 6:16-6:18 am under WBOK; WPRT-960, 6:59-7:01 am, s/o with SSB; WGH-1310, 7:45 am, extreme QRM; WKAN-1320, 3:01 pm; WBAY-1360, 3:15 pm. 10/23- WBAL-1090 6:15 am. 10/25- WEEB-920 5:28 am s/on; WGNY-1280, 6:04-6:05 with NX; WHEL-1330, 6:29-6:41 pm. 10/26- KIOA-940, 8-8:10 pm. 10/29- Three of the TEST programs on this date were heard here. Didn't hear WYSI-1480. At 3:04 am was KELR-1460; at 3:30 while was trying to find WYSI-1480, I found KEOX-1480 and logged it; WSDO-1560, 4:05-4:19; KMAD-1550 4:31-4:59; WCHS-580, 5:23-5:35 am; WROC-1280, 5:56 am; KIBM-1070, 6:12-6:20 am; WSJN-1140, 7:07-7:11; KCMO-810; 7:11-7:19 am; WMAZ-940 9:52-9:59 pm. 10/31- WEE-Z-950, 7:00-7:10 am. 11/3- KDAL-610, 6:18 am; CJIC-1050 6:44-6:51 am, severe QRM from XEG; KWRT-540, 4:55-4:59 pm; KFH-1350, 8:27-8:34 pm; KHRT-1360 8:43-8:49 pm under WAAAP-1350. 11/5- WLTV-920, 6:32-6:33 pm; KARK-920, 6:41-6:46 am, OMI from WLTV. 11/6- WAWA-1590, 7:45 am s/on. 11/7- KGBE-1450, 9:01-9:07 pm under KXEL-1540. 11/9- WADO-1280, 10:34 pm under WHEF-1280, 11/11- WWDG-1230, 5:19 pm; WYAL-1320, 6:03-6:06 pm s/on; WHVR-1280, 6:07 am; WPFB-910 7:01 pm; KONO-830, 7:05 am; WKNX-1210 7:29 pm s/on with SSB; WPJG-1440, 6:17-6:23 am; WPTR-1540, 6:29-6:35 am, WJMN-1540, 6:45 am s/on. Totals now stand at 297 heard, 104 verified. I've heard 33 states, verified 23. V/1: KNTT KBOX WHEE WEEJ WSMJ KFI WINX XEG WSIX KALB. V/c: WMZT Radio Americas KMGW WOTT WXWA WJKV WIOU WDOR WGEF KMA WSPA CBN WING. Best DX and 73 (Welcome to the NRG, Mike, and nice DXing - let's hear from you often! - BHC)

Ben Dangerfield III - 202 Governor's Drive - Scoulle Estates - Chester P.O., Penna.

Welcome back to good reception CX after more than two weeks of some of the worst I've yet recorded, but no days so bad that there wasn't some DX of interest. 10/29- Cubans from one end of the dial to the other, mostly with soft, subdued mx. The TEST from WSDO-1550 was easy from 4:00-4:30, but no sign of KMAD-1550. Also at 4:28 pm heard a station on 1520 whose ID I think seemed to be WYNE, Ypsilanti, Mich., but not listed in my log book. At 4:55 WDRS-1090 San German, P.R. was heard s/on and covering KAYJ who had SS-VOA, until WBAI came on at about 4:57 am. 11/2- Slightly better CX, and at 9:13 pm CEN was atop 640 which is generally a good sign. 11/4- A program in SS, identical on 1530 and 1600, turned out to be WWRL in both spots, apparently split in two by our nearby local, WEEZ-1590. 11/5, MM, much improvement, but no luck on the KING-1420 TEST, and Cubans all over again. At 3:55 on 1420 found only an SS with a weak signal in EE way behind. KHOK-1560 did make it, from 4:00-4:30, at times, but not straight through, and signal of S 5-6. And WCBS-1580 was logged at S=7 a 4:09, and reported. 11/6- CX quite good, but it was Election Day and I worked at the polls all day & most of the evening too, too busched for DXing. Dick receive v/c from Tunisia-962 for 9/29 log, and this becomes country #61. 11/8- On car radio at 5 pm, WMNA-730, Greenville, Va. alone atop frequency until s/off around 5:15. Lots of LA signals in the evening. 11/9- 20-plus TA signals between 5-6 pm, most weak, and one on 1331 with opera at 5:55 which I suspect may have been an Italian. V/1 in from the BBC re 10/15 reception of Start Point-1052. Before closing, I would like to go on record as being much disappointed at the demise of the Supremacy Ratings, a feature too important to real DXers to be dropped. Hank made it also a real interesting feature, and I vote for its revival. How about it, DXers?

David E. Reys - 5121 Radnor Road - Indianapolis 25, Indiana

Actually, there were a total of 59 guests and members at the Convention, which would have been 55, which I believe to be an attendance record. This is a record which should be broken each year as Conventions get better and the NRC grows. TP DX is sort of pifitz for a while as long as the VOA network remains on and the Cubans retaliate with their own network. The VOA network will remain in operation as long as the situation remains acute (says here). Many of the TESTs heard here- KELR-1460 WSDC-1560 KMAD-1550 KUHL-1570 KHK-1560 KYNG-1420. Morocco-935 and Porto I-1573 seem to be first consistent TAs here. YV08-399 usually has a good signal here PMs. Last season, no TAs were heard here until mid-December. Rember for good listening on 1070 it's EAR-1.

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livingston Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Although signals came through fine 11/12, the only new one I logged then was WSUP-1600 at 3:15 on. They are in Huntsville, Alabama.

LIKE THEY SAY IN CUMBERLAND, MD., - "WCM" - We Covet Ur Musings! (DOUBLE-SPACED, match)
Greetings from the Land of no snow! Right? No snow yet in the Denver area this Fall. 
To DX: MM 11/5 I heard both the KHOK-1550 and KYNG-1420 TESTs well, and reported them. 
Unfortunately I missed the WPTN TEST due to my own error. Also heard HJCG-1070 Bogota, Colombia beautifully 4:10-4:15 and KDHI-1350 Cal. f/c-TT 4:00-4:15 for another sked.
Caught an ID on 780 at 5:00 as "Radio Musical Nacional, and I believe the announcer mentioned "desde Habana, Cuba." Report out to HJCG. Back on 11/3 I heard the KUXL TEST quite well for another report. Well, we just had a meeting of the Denver DXers here at Boulder tonight, and have further discussed plans for the upcoming Labor Day weekend, the 1963 NRC Convention. Some interesting points were discussed in relation to the NRC as a whole. The Denver DXers condone tests from daytime U.S. stations in conjunction with the NRC, on the basis that (1) the program is in truth a TEST and is thus authorized by the FCC, (2) the programming for the TEST is public service in nature, as opposed to commercial, and (3) even though the TEST is 'regularly scheduled' it falls in line with f/cs and PCCs, which are also, technically, regularly scheduled. 
Enough editorializing for this Mason. 73s to all, and see you in Denver, J. Oldfield.

Ronald E. Schatz - 8055 Crespi Boulevard - Miami Beach 41, Florida

In case anyone has the idea that I'm strictly a foreign DXer, such is not the case. I give both sides, foreign and domestic, equal time; and the best catches are "quality" catches no matter which party they represent. So much for that. John Knadgt - Your 1295 kc/s, station is "Radio Mia. That's really the network of "La Gran Cadena de la Libertad. 1295 in itself is "Radio Guadalup" HOSE3, in Panama City. TICA-1195 in Puntarena is way off its nominal frequency of 1175 kc/s. See Pete Taylor's fine section for more LAs. About Miami's SSes: There are four of them. WGSB-710, "Radio Mia" normally broadcasts NX and mx to "South Florida, the Bahamas, and the Caribbean from 11:30 pm to midnight. WFAB-990 is our newest "emisora" ani programs all in SS. The slogan is "Fabuloso. Everyone knows about WMET-1140, "Your EE/SS station in Miami." On weekdays it's mostly SS except for a cw program around sundown. Sundays are multilingual with Italian, Greek, Hungarian, etc. A good catch would be WMET-1220, Radio Recho, broadcasting "todo en espanol." Construction on the 50kw. VOA XR in Marathon, fla, should have been completed and in operation when you read this. (What frequency, Ron? -EHC) Once that happens the eight other stations will get back to normal programming. Now to get the Cubans to do the same. As always, 73, good DX.

David Ovel - 560 Grover Cleveland Highway - Buffalo 26, New York
One question - maybe the Jones Log will make a good Christmas gift - which Christmas? DX totals are 195/124. Veries: v/cs, KFI-640, WSAN-1470 after four months. DX: 11/9- Copenhagen-630 Havana firing it out with CEI = 9:40-9:55 pm. 11/11- JHED-500, Cali, Colombia, sandwiched in between WCCO and WGY, no sign of Texans = 2:20-2:40 am; KONO-850 San Antonio = 3:03-3:10 am with rr for big 1k000w. surprise. Nailed WP0P-1610 Hartford = 3:32-3:32 really fighting it out with KQV & WING! WHOK-1320 Lancaster, 0. @ 4:00 am s/on. That's it from this Columbian Den. 73s.

Ralph H. Hartman - 127 South Columbia - Naperville, Illinois
11/5- KUXL-1570 TEST 3:05-3:25 tuneout with a good signal. Had them before on RS but not enough for a report due to WBEY. 11/8- Univ Guatemalan on 1040 10:35-11:45 pm playing marimba mx. Couldn't make out the ID but there was mention of Guatemala and OA. Ye Editor seems to have come up with a neologism in my last report "love-stock." This is a word which I don't believe is in any EE language dictionary. But seemingly Ernie has contributed to mankind's sum of knowledge. There is a word known as "live-stock" which I was trying to say. 11/9- At last, after waiting patiently since 12/22/61, WSAN came across with a verie. It doesn't count for the Contest, I know, but I have 15 points, anyway. As I mentioned before, the job has cut down my DX to practically nil but now my weekend DX activities are being interrupted by my Saturday sked of 8am-1pm EST. Don't feel especially moved to tear loose under those conditions. 73s.

Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1416 Pasadena Avenue - Omaha 7, Nebraska
Just a few lines this go-around. All three TESTs heard for 11/5- KHOK KYNG & WPTN. Also loggings taken on KYSS-910 Missoula, Mont. at 4:13 for f/c. WCEM-1140 Ind. s/on @ 5:01. 11/8- Logging taken on KFRE-1530 Cal. RS above WCKY. Just wondering, is WCKY using a DA beam toward Cuba? V/ls this week KSSS-740 & KPRC-1560, with Ch. Survey. Remember, KRM-540 will verify; KTRI will not! For Contest purposes, all stations must be heard between 9/15/62 & 7/15/63 and must be reported to me before 8/15/63. Three more members joined up this past week. 12/1 is the deadline for entries. 73s.
Len Kruse - 1675 Glen Oak Street - Dubuque, Iowa
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On 11/5 three additions were made to my DX Log, and all on TESTS. Happy to log the
year-old KHOK-1560, Hoquiam, Wasn, from 3:00-3:30 am in the clear. The second Western
station logged that AM was KYNG-1420, Coos Bay, Ore. heard with difficulty from 3:30-4
am; the interference came from an unID LA station on the same frequency. Then from
4:30-5 am Station WPTN-1550, Cookeville, Tenn. was heard for the first time, and well
for just a 250 watter. Only two 1119, WVCN-1470, (after only two days!) and v/c
from WSAI-1360 KONO-680 (finally, after 13 weeks and after I sent them a second report)
& WSNJ-1470 (15 weeks after the first report sent, never did answer a second report
now over a month old). Recent DX goes like this: 11/5- None of the tests heard, com-
bination of poor CX and the HNL going full blast but did get WRAZ-950 s/on 4:55 am, 
WBLY-1600 s/on 5:02, WDNC-620 @ 5:10. 11/7, 4:30 pm found a strong SSB on 1470, I
guess someone's s/off but whose? 4:38, WHUN-1150; 5:15 WHPX-1060 s/off topping WCV
nicely. 11/8- WBGO-960 at 4:59 pm, WRAZ-940 to 5:30 when they went to nighttime pat-
ttern seemingly as suddenly dropped completely out of sight. 11/9, At 5:42 pm, WHEC-
1420 easily through WHOM (a local). 11/10- WTVN-610 topping past WIP @ 5:42 am; 
KBNS-790 s/on @ 6:00. 11/11- WFRM-600 barely through WJGC at times around 4:30 pm; 
WWOL-1120 s/off at 5:00 pm with KBOX in the background. WIEC-1070 has been showing
itself daily around 5:00 pm but with CBA QRM and WJJD-1160 comes in daily before
5:00 pm without a trace of the jammers so anyone in need of these two, that's the time to
try for them. Congratulations to the CPC and especially Len Kruse for those fine
TESTS but I wish the CX were better and the HNL lower so I could hear more of them,
h! 73s for now. (Joe, who is WQLX-1470? - ERC)

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

V/ls int/from WYSL-1480 KEHL-1460 WPTN-1550 WXIV-1480 WYCL-1580, and v/q, KALF-1510.
That makes it 3,184, in 30 days. DX for the past fortnight: 11/1- Unk TT-1510 2:49-
2:54, who? Way under WHAC here. 11/2- WAAV-1550 AM heard, seldom comes in here; a
N.C. tester IDed @ 2:51 but calls and city missed; this one under WAAY. 11/4- Image
of local WINS topping 1450 this AM! Eech! 11/5- Bits of KQKH-1560 made it here, bare-
ly above a whisper, though. SS on 1420 took out KNG. WPTN-610 TEST 4:30-4:43 in or-
der the heterodynes, etc. 11/6- TT-1530 12:04-12:17, IDed once and mentioned Washington
@ 1:19-1:30 with ER/SS interpreter-type issue, and smack back on 1150 @ 3:11-3:24
am, Surprise, delightful kind, in f/c-TT with many IDs from KHEM-910, under/over AN
WSSA. Interesting session on 790 4:00-4:30. At 4:00, WPUN rolling in. At 4:04, WOXI
took over, and by 4:08, it was all WTAR all AMs. This sort of alternation kept up the
entire half hour, with first one, then another, practically in the clear. WVCN-
1150 heard behind WHUN at 5:10, not enough to report. These AMs, heard this AM also:
WBG-1290, TT 1:26; WWIL-1580 s/off 12:05 am; WCBB-1330 s/off 1:11; WMEY-1510 AN
to bring out the voters; and noted WHX-1420 silent, channel wide open! WTAB/WHIT-1370
both s/on 5:00; also WPOW-1330 and WCKW-1420. 11/7- Connecticut ER in early, so fig-
ured maybe a chance for WSSM-1590 if WBRY went to bed as usual at 12:02, which they
did, happily, with WSMN then sailing in 12:02-12:20 for a very much sought AM. 11/12
WHOL-1350 TT 12:00-1:00. "WAL-1590 s/off 12:51 "Johnny Reb," like WDKI-540. Three
Honduras stations AM this AM with Sousa band mx and excited shouting in SS, on 1156,
865, and 670, the latter two HRN and HRN. WPAT-930 was off approx. 12-2 am, WABG-770
off by 12:25 tune-out, and these all off between 12:30-1 checkout: WWO-1190 WHAM-1180
KDBA-1280 WDBJ-1300, WCAP-1220; must s/off around 12:05 MMES. Unn WOLI-1450 r/c-TT-Codes
WDBQ-1370 mentioning DX Clubs and asking for reports @ 1:30 (unn); WMEY-1510 TT/1 1:24
brand new WSEL-1440, Pontotoc, Miss. ET/M 3:50-4 and on, asking phone calls. TESTS
WGNU-920 & KPXR-1370 not heard, bits of TT on the channels at the appointed times,
though. SS on 1370 @ 3:59, very weak. SSS, WYNX-1150 for report @ 4:35 pm, for a
moment out over dominant WHUN/WHUN/ Swell issue last week, gang - let's do that more
often! It's swell to hear what you are doing. See many of you on 11/24, I trust!

Congratulations!

To Mr. and Mrs. James Lee, of Omaha, Nebraska, on the birth of their third child, a
boy, on 11/6/62! (Info from Ernie Wesolowski)
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Glen Kippel - 1195 South Tennyson - Denver 19, Colorado

7QT-720 WYUV-1120 WHM-840 WTV-344 VQO-1030 & WUC-670 all are inaudible at present. Wee me is me, must be CX or something. Every night I call upon my Tiki for assistance but its three heads just look off into space. Maybe I shouldn't have been such a cheapskate and got the real thing instead of one made in Burbank out of polyurethane foam. Stuff heard here drowning out the DX: 11/2: On 1470, XBAU powerful till s/off 3:02, then un outra Mexican, sounds like XECM "Voz de la Popular Favorite" or something. 4:59, WHTU, Anderson, Ind. s/on; 5:57 WMBD Pernia and KGMT Hot Springs (when did they change calls), 6:55 KRBX there with NX and something at 7:06, just before timer clicked off, KELM-1470, Montgomery - what I don't know, either. 8:00 KLKB ID, and a couple of others that bear further listening. 11/1 - (I'm going backwards) 320 had a KTIZ image on it, 1260 was all CFRN till s/off 3:07, cw mx at 5:55 turns out to be WGGN, goody, 5:53 KBEK s/on under; 6:56 powerful s/on from WKR, 7:55, KEM fighting the mess. No KPOW, heard them 2:10 pm. 11/3 - 910 all KALL except for KLCN briefly 6:45; 1590 was KUDU till s/off 3:00, then XEMG, with WAKR under at 3:55; OKEJ s/on 4:59, WYOU s/on 5:56 when the guy on WOKJ paused to figure out what to do next; KCBD KVGB and somebody else s/on 6:59 and I ran out of tape. A cable from world-famous racing driver Oswaldo Messingham (what you mean, you never heard of him?) says he'll be in Denver for the NHQ Convention. Will you? See if you can out-drag his Isetta.

Bill Stone - 51 Albert Street - Box 543 - Stouffville, Ontario

11/6, PM, 1:54 WSMR on RS 5:35-5:45 pm s/off topping frequency. 11/5 - KHOK & KNYM received on TESTS, KHOK little tough, KNYM easy. 4:30, WAGS-1420 s/on nearly knocked my ears off. Was trying to get lineup on stations interfering with KNYM, one SS, one sounded like 2AP, WAGS ruined it. 1280 s/on 4:50, WNYN or F gave location as Blountstown, Fl, didn't get call clear. WHVR s/on 4:59 ruined 5 am ID. 1320, 5:02-5:15 Ala. station very strong, no mention of call letters so don't know if WENN or WAGE.

11/4 - WPOI-1490 s/on 5:18. 1280, 5-6:10, WAUU topping frequency, QRM WTVH. WTVH top station 6:15-6:30. 970, 6:45-5:59 WFLA on RS. 5:59, WJAN-970 s/on, WJAN had trouble heard CKCH s/on 6:00, 1270, station on AM strong OC, no ID's. 11/3 - 7:15 s/on 940, WGSR. Cuban very strong. No reports to Cuba from up here - not giving away any information and anyone in NA reporting Cuban stations is "aiding and abetting enemy" - giving valuable info. Up here we term it spying. 730 and 840 blocked with syrupy Cuban mx. KUXL-1570 3:30-3:30 on strict ET. WSMN-1550 ET 12:54-1:15, f/c 1:15-3:00. CBE sked is now 6 am-1:07 am. 1420, WKPR r/c. 11/2, no DX. 11/1 - WFSR-1380 ET/l 4:04-4:30, newie. 10B31- 1140-2 WKG ET/M. 10/30- KGL-910 topping frequency 11:30 pm, 12:03 s/off on 10/31. 1580, 1:15-1:27 WGR ET/M. 11/5 - 910Q 4:44 WAGF s/on. I'm batting 99% on NFC TESTS, six out of eight. Only WYSI & KUXL ran ET's however!

John D. Hathaway - 4701 South Millan Street - Amarillo, Texas

Will be up in the morning trying for the Specials and since I have Monday off due to Veterans' Day I will get the unusual opportunity to stay up and look around for awhile without having to worry about being 'deaf' at work the next day! Hope CX are good. Still plugging away on the two Contestes. No complete tiers as yet. I don't know what definite 'proof' Ronald Schatz has that the call of Union Radio-675 is YND but the envelope they sent me my verie in has YND printed on it together with the frequency & OTH and Union Radio. I suppose it is possible the call has been changed to add "S" since the stationery was printed up but until I have definite proof I'll just count it as YND. Notice WHR also has them listed as YND. I don't know about HRUC as I don't have a verie from them, hi. I don't believe they were on the air when I left Tequiculapa. Of course, there are both three & four letter calls so either is possible. I did see my old FBIS list of 1960 showed the calls as Ron had them listed. 10/29 - WEILY-1300 heard 5:05. 11/3- KCRG-1200 heard 1:32 with ET. 11/5/ KTEM-1290 heard 6:20 pm; KTRC-1560 11:54 pm. 11/6- KGOR-1510 heard 10:37 pm under WLAC; KGLA-1520 10:35 pm; KOKA-1550 10:40; KLAK-1600 11:05; WWCO-830 10:30 pm. 11/7- KLEX-1480 heard 12:01 am; KNBC-380 @ 12:06; KCRG-1390 12:10; KGLC-910 12:42; WXBO-1150 12:50; WACO-1460 1:06; WFR-1310 1:59; KSM-1380 heard 1:31. Best 73 and DX.

Sam A. McLauchlan - Box 28 - Gatineau, Quebec

I've been transferred temporarily to Trois-Rivieres, Que. & I've only been DXing on weekends when I return to Gatineau. Got a report off to WYNR-1390 last weekend. This weekend I've got WANN-1190 & WNWX-1210, both before s/off on 11/10. Veries back are WDBE 4VEF & WVLK. CFUN-1410 will DX on a SM, probably 1/3. CJNT will DX from 3:00-3:30 on 1/7, so catch for this special program from the Lake St. John area of Quebec.
**DOMESTIC DX CONTESTS STANDINGS 11/4/62**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#1</th>
<th>STATUS/PROVINCES</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Andy Rugg - Ontario</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dallas John - Illinois</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ernie Wesolowski - Nebraska</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fred Long - Ontario</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Joseph Fela - New Jersey</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ralph Hartman - Illinois</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ev Johnson - Illinois</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Maurice Wittler, Colorado</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Carl Dabelein, Nebraska</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(Frank Wheeler, Penna.)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(David Oved, New York)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dick Kwiatkowski, N. Y.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please remember to send in the necessary info with your points. The DXes will help build points in Contest #1 - five points for each domestic DX. The next complete list will be on 12/15. Get your points to me by 12/8 - Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1415 Pasadena Avenue, Omaha 7, Nebraska. 73s to all.

**DX N E W S**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#2</th>
<th>LETTER-B.LA CONTEST</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Andy Rugg, - Ontario</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dallas John - Illinois</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ernie Wesolowski - Neb.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>James Hicks, - N. Y.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(Joseph Fela, N. J.)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(Ev Johnson - Illinois)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Frank Wheeler, Penna.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Charles Rader, Missouri</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dick Kwiatkowski, N. Y.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(Frank Wheeler, Penna.)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DX TESTS TO GO ON 11/26**

- Andy Oved, New York: 1,000 points
- Dick Kwiatkowski, N. Y.: 1,000 points

Please send the necessary info with your points. The DXes will help build points in Contest #1 - five points for each domestic DX. The next complete list will be on 12/15. Get your points to me by 12/8 - Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1415 Pasadena Avenue, Omaha 7, Nebraska. 73s to all.

**DX SITUATION**

*OFF* for the week of 11/14.

**NEW STATION**

- 950 Hyde Park, New York: 500 D-1
- 1470 W B Z E Wheeling, W. Va., fr WJET: 1380 W M T D
- 1590 K E T O Seattle, Wash., fr KTIX: 1510 K R O B
- 1440 K E W I Topeka, Kansas: 1600 K G K O

**NEW CALLS**

- 930 W I G O Indianapolis, Indiana
- 980 K C T Y Salinas, California
- 1380 W M T D Hinton, West Virginia
- 1510 K R O B Robstown, Texas
- 1600 K G K O Benton, Arkansas

**FACILITIES**

- K G I L San Fernando, California, to 5,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-3, same channel.
- K F G Q Boone, Iowa, to 1,000 D-1, from 250 D-1, same channel.
- K F G Q Cocoa, Florida, to 1,000 U-2, from 1/500/3000 U-2, same channel.
- K E T O Seattle, Washington, move XR locally.

**DX TESTS TO GO ON 11/26**

- W E Z Y Cocoa, Florida, to 1,000 U-2, from 1/500/3000 U-2, same channel.

**SPECIAL TEST ON THANKSGIVING MORNING FROM WXIV**

WXIV always uses Thursday mornings for their tests, and this one occurs on Thanksgiving day, 11/22, from 4:00 to 5:00 a.m. We do not have the info as to what will be used on the air, but we believe some test-tones and some band music will be forth-coming, together with frequent station identifications. Charles M. Bustin is the C.E. at WXIV, and he hopes for reports. Several ANs to interfere, like WLEE/WDAS/KDOX. EBC

**NOW USING 1,000/250 U-1**

- W E Z Y Cocoa, Florida, to 1,000 U-2, from 1/500/3000 U-2, same channel.

**K S W M - 940 - Aurora, Missouri**

From 4:00-4:30 EST, KSWM will be testing their transmitting alignment, and will use tones during this period. They may begin sooner than this. KSWM has been on the air a little more than one year, and while the channel does have a couple of all-night stations on it, most should hear their tones and IDs, possibly some in Morse Code with the Tone. Bill Cain is C.E. here. Info, L.Kruse

**K S W M - 940 - Aurora, Missouri**

From 4:00-4:30 EST, KSWM will be testing their transmitting alignment, and will use tones during this period. They may begin sooner than this. KSWM has been on the air a little more than one year, and while the channel does have a couple of all-night stations on it, most should hear their tones and IDs, possibly some in Morse Code with the Tone. Bill Cain is C.E. here. Info, L.Kruse
November 17, 1962

**WFAU - 1340**
Joseph R., Roy, C.E.
2:00-2:45 a.m. EST.

**KZEU - 920**
Robert P., Pink, C.E.
3:00-3:30 a.m. EST.

**KIFG - 1510**
David C., Koob, C.E.
3:30-4:00 a.m. EST.

**WCDS - 1440**
F. E., Rice, EIC
4:00-4:30 a.m., EST.

**WVOR - 920**
Joseph G., Mills, C.E.
4:30-5:00 a.m., EST.

**WJOR - 940**
Ed Ebya, C.E.
4:30-5:00 a.m., EST.

---

**DX NEWS**

What to Look for on Monday Morning Nov. 26

This DX program of course will have a few all-night stations to contend with, so they have been asked to play military band music during this 45 minutes. This station has been on the air since October, 1946, and undoubtedly many of you would like to add WFAU to your logs, so here is that chance. The reports should be sent to Mr. Joseph R. Roy, whom we thank for this DX! DOUG MURRAY

This is strictly an equipment test, from KZEU-920, "Covering the Western Range", a station which has been on the air since June, 1939. Frequent station announcements will be made, and the 920 spot is expected to be clear from coast to coast during this half hour, giving everybody a chance to hear KZEU while they run this general maintenance test. LEN KRUSE sends us this info.

This is a brand new station, on the air since July of this year, and this is their first test since they went on regular schedule. This too is strictly an equipment test, and there may be some music and/or cycle tones on the air, with station identification frequent. Send any reports to Mr. Koob. KIFG's 500 watts are expected to be on a clear channel, says LEN KRUSE.

This is another brand new station, just two months or so old. They are putting on an equipment test at this hour, on what is believed to be a clear channel, coast to coast. They have been operating from their transmitter site penling completion of their new studio building. Send reports to Mr. Rice. We hope their test gets out well at this time. Info from LEN KRUSE.

Another new station is conducting an equipment test this morning in the person of WVOR, which took the air this August. They are a 500 watt, non-directional station, and with 920 expected to be clear of all other stations during this time, they should be heard far and wide. Notification of this test is also from LEN KRUSE, who says to send reports to Mr. Mills.

WJOR is a 1,000 watt daytime directional station, protecting a new as yet not-on-the-air station in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, and they are going to make equipment tests on this antenna system at this time, with recorded music and station breaks. The channel has a couple all-night stations on it but most should be able to pull WJOR in. Info is from LEN KRUSE.

---

All the above except WFAU are equipment tests only. They are not permitted to give dedications or read letters from members over the air while testing their equipment.

NEW YORK AREA GET-TOGETHER NOVEMBER 24

The meeting will be at the home of member Hubert Buckner, 535 East 21 Street, Apt. 4, on the first floor. Ernie Cooper will act as host. Hugh's place is just three blocks from 438 East 21, and there is a bit more room at Hugh's to house the many we hope will attend. Please drop either of us a card and let us know if you are coming, so we will know how many to allow for. So, it's open house from 12 noon to six p.m., and we hope to see all the local, and some semi-local members then. By subway, take the BMT-Brighton Line to Newkirk Avenue Station which lets you out in a plaza between East 15 and East 16 Street. So, walk five and a half short blocks EAST to East 21; then left, first apartment building on the right side of East 21 Street, go through the lobby to the right, to Apt. 4. By car, Belt Parkway to Flatbush Ave, exit, proceed on Flatbush Avenue to Foster Avenue; left turn three blocks to East 21; right turn, go one block, crossing Newkirk (a one way street the 'wrong' way) then first apartment house on the right, as above. Put please let us know by card or phone (Ernie Cooper, ULS-0907, or Hubert Buckner, IV-2-5359). All are invited, new members and old alike, 11/24, noon-6!
Edited by Peter V. Taylor, 1906 Santiago Street, San Francisco 16, California, U.S.A.

Hope most of you got the idea that I accidentally left out the "San" in the address change last week! It is still San Francisco. The new location is interesting, DX-wise as you will note henceforth, I hope! Just completed about 10 process of moving. Think I still have possession of the IDX any, will catch up next week. This week's activity:

630 XEFB Monterey, Mexico heard well on "Mexican" mornings with clear IDs. (RFS)
640 TGV Guatemala City, Guatemala IDs as "La Tienda en Guatemala" (RFS)
644 EOTV Townsville, Queensland, Australia S-3 maximum 0410 11/12, weak but in the clear with no sign of CM2-CXRC-KOOG (PVT)
644 .... Antigua, Leeward Islands here most every night around 1745 to fadeout about 2000 when Panama takes over (DP)
645 KOS22 Colon, Panama "Radio Mia" very strong after Antigua fades out (DP)
650 CLoE UNK Cuban is new "Radio Rebelde" relay with strong signal (RFS)
690 XETRA Tijuana, Mexico is entirely EE with news; sports at 25 and 55. 10 in lady on hour and half-hour. "X-E-T-R-A, Tijuana, Mexico" followed by veloce to cover up real QTH. Goes by "XTRA News" (LDS)
775 YNF2 Matagalpa, Nicaragua "Radio Mundial" relay heard often behind TIW (RFS)
790 XESE Mexicanal, B.C.C.(N) Mexico in SS until 2200, rather late for a daytimer. Also they have "La Musica Ranchera" in afternoons. Heard daily behind KA3KL (LDS)
790 XENT La Paz, B.C.C.(S) Mexico does anyone have this one verified? Heard on ET on 7/10 3-4, but no verie. "Radio La Paz," (LDS)
800 4GG Brisbane, Queensland, Australia S-4 0412 11/12 (PVT)
800 XEMM Tijuana, Mexico. This IS NOT the XEBI listed in some logs. ID as "X-E-Mas - Musica - Mexicanana" and also as "Radio Ochenta." Estimate power as TKW although listed as 500W. 6/7 0855, s/off 2300, a real modified daytimer. XECI tears them up after sunset (LDS)
810 1YZ Rotoura, New Zealand S-2 0415, S-3 0435 11/12, in the clear (PVT)
820 YNR Managua, Nicaragua ID's as "Radio Reloj en Managua" (RFS)
860 XEMQ Tijuana, Mexico is mostly EE with classical and religious programming. Weekdays and MM sked as 0900-0300. An Sunday AM, night club show (LDS)
880 HLU Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic "Radio Caribe" here from 860, strong (RFS)
890 1YC Auckland, New Zealand S-3 maximum 0440 11/12 (PVT)
890 VRH3 Lautoka, Fiji Islands in weak to bad, S-3 maximum from 0355, CHIME and 10 0400, native music. STILL S-3 0500. First time heard here in S.F.; on 11-12.
910 4QB Maryborough, Queensland, Australia S-3 4 maximum 0428 11/12 (PVT)
930 VRH Suva, Fiji Islands. Heard Fiji Broadcasting Commission ID 0415, and then in to what sounded like mystery program, and then immediately into commercial. Was there for about an hour on 11/12 but too much CQJA for a report (PVT)
940 XEWE Mescal, B.C. Mexico, another late daytimer with s/off 2200. In during the day and "at night" under KFRE TIL s/off (LDS)
950 XEGM Tijuana, B.C. Mexico has religious programs with some SS. SS is from 0900 to 1800 and then "inspirational music" TIL 0100 s/off, which is bilingual and mentions power as 3.5/2.5 KW (LDS)
970 WIVI Christiansstad, Virgin Islands seems to have best signal Sunday night with religious and musical programs, around 1930 (DP)
980 XEKE Navojoa, Sonora, Mexico presumably the SS under KFWE TIL (LDS)
1000 1ZD Tauranga, New Zealand S-5 0440 11/12, POPs and COMMERCIALS (PVT)
1005 HRL San Pedro Sula, Honduras ID's as "Radio Norte" (RFS)
1015 YSC San Salvador, El Salvador announces "YSN de la hora" every few minutes, is S-9 Nightly here (RFS) (That's more than I'm getting them-PVT)
1090 XER3 Rosarito, B.C. Mexico has buzz on signal. Mostly religious. Also has horse race results, some middle-of-road music. SS starts at 0600 and ends 1500 (LDS)
1129 HJAC Barranquilla, Colombia "Emigora Riomar" heard nightly (RFS)
1130 KLEI Kailua, Hawaii S-7 at 0400 s/off 11/12 (MM) (Monday morning that IS--no reporters named MM) H11 way over CKWX (PVT)
1163 .... Radio America, Swan Island heard nightly, first heard here 10/18 after their change from 1160. Still same ID. QSL IN for 1160 Reception (SS)
CUBA HEARD HERE AT NOON
AM NOTED OPEN FOR 2000-2017

AT PAST MM. EASTERNERS MORE ON SB LDS CREDITS:
WESTERN DIVISION. EVERYBODY ENTERED TODAY

THE GENERAL CONSENSUS SEEMS TO BE THAT AT LEAST SO FAR, THIS SEASON HAS NOT BEEN AS REWARDING AS WAS ANTICIPATED. ROY MILLAR, REPORTING CMCA-KINY-XENL-OMBQ ASKS, "WHAT'S WRONG THIS SEASON?" I STILL SAY IT IS A YOUNG SEASON. MY BEST DX LAST YEAR WAS IN FEBRUARY-MARCH AND I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO A REPETITION THIS SEASON.

THE NEW LOCATION HERE HAS PROMISE. THE HAWAIIANS ARE BOOMING IN LIKE I HAVE NEVER HEARD THEM BEFORE, AND FROM ABOUT 0200 OR SO, I SEE WHERE THE CP HAS COME THROUGH FOR 1KW IN KALALEKULA, HAWAII. IN ORDER TO ASSIST YOU WHEN YOU LOG IT, I OFFER THIS PRONUNCIATION GUIDE ON THE LOCATION: KAY - AL - A - KUH - KOO - UH WITH EQUAL EMPHASIS ON THE 2ND AND 5TH SYLLABLES. AM KEEPING MY EYES (EARS THAT IS) OPEN FOR KG0-1210, KUMU-1500 (KOKR WON'T HELP) AND KNO1-1310. ALSO I WAS PLEASED TO HEAR VRH3 AND VRH THIS LAST PM. EASTERNERS DEFINITELY WEAKER THOUGH, YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING. I GUESS.

MAIL DELIVERY AT THE NEW QRA IS ABOUT 8:30 AM WHICH IS FINE. THIS MORNING INCLUDED THE 11/10 DX NEWS (VERY LARGE ISSUE) WHICH IS GOOD SERVICE. I'd SAY.

THE CUBAN 1150-1170 SITUATION IS BECOMING RATHER FACETIOUS. THIS LAST MM 11/12 I NOTED ONE OF THEM AT 1166-67; IT SEEMS TO BE DIFFERENT EVERY MORNING. 710 IS THE ONLY FREQ I HAVE HEARD BEING JAMMED ALTHOUGH UNDERSTAND THEY ARE DOING IT ELSEWHERE.

ATTACHED IS A COPY OF THE 1962-63 FOREIGN CONTEST RULES. PLEASE NOTE THAT SOME CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE FROM LAST YEAR. THE WANTED CHEATED DXERS SHOULD BE GIVEN POINTS FOR CANADIANS. ALSO I THINK THE CONTEST SHOULD BE BASED MORE ON A GEOGRAPHIC BASIS, SO WE PUT MONTANA, WYOMING AND YOU-KNOW-WHERE '63 IN THE WESTERN DIVISION. EVERYBODY ENTER! NOW! TODAY EVEN! 73S TILL NEXT WEEK.
FOREIGN CONTEST, 1962-63

RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. The contest is open to all members in good standing of the National Radio Club, and will be known as the NRC Foreign Contest. It will be managed by Maurice W. Nittler, 1755 So. Vallejo, Denver 23, Colorado.

2. Each contestant shall submit an entry fee of 25¢ on or before December 15, 1962, or in the case of new members, within thirty (30) days of their membership.

3. The contest will run from September 15, 1962 through April 15, 1963. Loggings must be from one specific location, except with the permission of the Contest Manager. Entries will be accepted until July 1, 1963. Standings will be published on a monthly basis in the DX News through the end of the contest, generally in the first issue of each month.

4. All foreign stations located at least 500 miles from the listening post of the contestant are eligible. No U.S. or Canadian stations are eligible. Scoring is as follows:

(a) Each country............ 3 pts
(b) Each NRC special...... 5 pts
(c) Each 1000 miles........ 1 pt
(d) Each continent......... 10 pts

The first distance category shall be from 500-1999 miles for 1 point; 2000-2999 miles for 2 points, 3000-3999 miles for 3 points and so on, except that stations 10,000 miles distant and further will get a maximum of 10 points.

5. The contest will be divided into three Leagues:

Western League: California, Oregon, Idaho, Washington, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, British Columbia, Alberta, and all of Saskatchewan west of a N/S line going through Moose Jaw.

Central League: Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa, South Dakota, Indiana, Tennessee, all of Saskatchewan east of a N/S line going through Moose Jaw, Manitoba, and all of Ontario west of a N/S line which goes through Pittsburgh, Erie, and Parry Sound, Ont. (105°W)


6. Prizes will be awarded to the top three contestants in each League, consisting of printed certificates and groups of stamps proportioned among the top three contestants according to the total value of all entry fees received. A special bonus certificate will be awarded to the contestant verifying the most countries.

7. If enough members living outside of the U.S. and Canada express an interest in entering, a fourth league will be established.

8. No station entered in the 1961-62 contest may be re-entered in the 1962-63 contest by the same participant.

9. Distances and points will be calculated by your Contest Manager, and in all instances his decision shall be final.

10. In order that contestant's point totals may be calculated, the Contest Manager should be provided with the following on each submission: name and address of contestant; call letters (if any) and location of station; date heard/logged; and date verification received. Do not send actual QSL cards or letters.

11. Send entry fee and subsequent entries only to the Contest Manager, Maurice W. Nittler, 1755 So. Vallejo, Denver 23, Colorado.
DX DOWN THE Dial.  November 17 1962

Send all "ITEMS" To. Ev. Johnson - 504-15th St. Mendota, ILL. (E.S.T.)

FREQ.  CALL.  REMARKS

790  WEAQ  Eau Claire, Wis.  S/on SUN at 07:00-  L. Schwartz.
850  KOA  Denver, Colo.  S/off daily at 02:10-  L. Schwartz.
860  WOAY  Oak Hill, W. Va.  S/on SUN at 07:00.(Ev.)
910  KDQO  Hi Cajon Calif.  S/off M-F at 04:00  Schwartz.
920  WVCH  Hazelhurst Ga  S/on SUN at 06:00-  Ev.
920  KTLW  Texas City, Tex.  S/off Wk Dys at 05:00.  (R.Hartman-Ill.
920  WNDG  Orangeburg, S. C  S/off Wk Dys at 05:00  Ev.  (R.Hartman.
940  KFRE  Fresno, Calif.  S/off daily at 03:00/  L. Schwartz.
960  WJAZ  Albany Ga.  S/off Wk Dys at 05:00  Ev.
960  KOOL  Phoenix, Ariz.  S/off 07:00 Off at 03:00(Schwartz. Calif.
1010  WUNF  Lewisburg, Pa.  S/off on 07:00 on Wk Dys. in NOV.  J. Brauner-Pa.
1010  WGSD  Baltimore Md.  S/off on NOV 7:45  P.M.  Schwartz.
1020  KGGS  Los Angeles, Calif.  S/off NOV 7:45  P.M.  Schwartz.
1110  KRLA  Pasadena, Calif.  A.N. Exc. M-F  S/off at 3:00- Schwartz
1130  KSJO  San Diego, Calif.  S/off Wk Dys at 3:30-  M-F at 3-(L.S.
1240  KSON  San Diego, Cal.  S/off 3:30-  Exc. M-F at 3:00-  Schwartz.
1320  KUDE  Oceanside, Cal.  S/off 03:30  Schwartz.
1320  KORA  Sacramento, Cal.  S/off 03:00-  Schwartz.
1360  WSOB  Galax Va.  S/off Wk Dys at 5:00 (J. Brauner - a.
1370  WKIK  Leonardtown, Md. had test 12/8- 00:15-00:30 (R.Kraul- Ill.
1420  WELB  Erwin, Tenn End on F/C TT- 11/13- 00:30-00:45-  Ev.
1440  WSSL  Pontotoc, Miss. on ET's 11/12.  Ev.
1460  WRVK  Mt Vernon, Ky. Renfro Valley" S/on SUN at 06:30  Ev.
1470  KXOA  Sacramento, Calif.  A.N. Exc M-F then off at 03:00- Schwartz,
1480  KWIT  Santa Ana, Cal.  S/off Daily at 03:00-  Schwartz
1480  KYOS  Merced, Calif.  S/off daily at 03:05-  L Schwartz.
1520  KACY  Port Huemeno, Calif.  now 10 Kws/1/Kws S/off 03:00  L's
1550  WSAO  Senatobia Miss S/on 06:30 Off at 6 P.M.  Ev.
1550  KOKA  Shreveport La.  S/on Wk Dys at 05:00-  Ev.
1600  WSBT  Harriman Tenn S/on 05:30 J.Brauner-Pa.  (K.Shirley-Ind.)
1600  KXRW  Pomona, Calif.  A.N Exc. M-F off at 03:00 Schwartz
1600  KLAK  Lakewood Col. S/off 02:00-  L Schwartz.

I had to make this up Tuesday Night as no Time WED. so will add
what comes in WED. Sorry. Keep up the Good work. 73's. Ev.

550  KNVI  Wailuku Hawaii-  S/off 04:10-  Colhurst- Cal.
680  KNBC  San Francisco, Cal.  Now under Call of KNBR-Colhurst-
730  CIDM  Dauphin Han S/on 06:00- Volthurst- Cal.
850  UKIX  Raleigh N.C S/on 05:00 Colthurst
930  KAPR  Douglas Ariz. S/on 06:00-  Colthurst Cal.
1140  KIPR  Oklahoma City Okla. S/on 06:00 Colthurst
1330  WEBC  Sheboygan. Wis. S/off 01:59 Colthurst
1370  KAST  Astoria, Ore S/off 03:10- Colthurst
1480  KDFA  Mission Kans. S/on 06:00- D.Lewis, Ks.
1470  WRL  "report Ill S/on 07:30-  Morin- Ill.  (D.Lewis
1510  KANS  Independence, Mo S/off 6:30-6 P.M.  D.Lewis-Ill.
1370  KMRT  Booneville, Mo S/off 6 P.M.  D.Lewis-Ill.  ?Xmas.

Phone call from V Jones says logs will be sent out abt 1 wk before
Duane McFayre-501 So Main St-Maquoketa, Iowa wants to know if anyone
has a diagram for re-cordings a Hallcrafers S-40-A. If so would like
have a use of it, in order to get one of his receivers back in order.
the